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” The expansion also includes new stories and a new multiplayer battleground “Commander’s Suite.” We are proud to announce the addition of the HCS Summer 2018 Championships. The inaugural event will be held at the beautiful Microsoft campus in Redmond, WA from June 29th to July 2nd, 2018. We are excited to host this event in the US, a first for the HCS Series, and we are confident in the
quality of the new venue. Our first event will be a professional StarCraft II tournament, with $10,000 USD in cash prize for first place and $5,000 USD in cash prize for the runner-up. There will be a pro-am stage as well, and we have confirmed the participation of current and former professional players. We will also have open and amateur tournaments. We are working with Microsoft Game Stack
on this event and we look forward to it, both for the quality of the competition and for the chance to showcase the great public presence that the HCS Series has already. Our next event will be the Summer Games Championships, a unique new esport based on a popular card game. Players will face each other in a series of matches, each of which will be cast live on Twitch with commentary, and the
best five players will go on to the final. Each player will have five games, with three games in the upper bracket, and two in the lower. There will be a grand prize of $10,000 and first place will take home $5,000. The champion of this event will also be awarded a World Championship slot at our Fall Championship. Two new expansion Heroes have been revealed in the new patch. Varian and Ana are,
like Garrus before them, the first two Heroes to have official cinematic reveal trailers. We are delighted to bring you these new cinematic reveal trailers. Our heroes are Varian Wrynn and Ana Vail. Varian Wrynn Varian is a fearless and proud Knight Commander, blessed with elite Elven-Born soldiers. He is a member of House Wrynn, but in 3.0, his loyalty is questioned when he enters the battlefield
as an ally of the mysterious and mysterious Illidan Stormrage. Ana Vail Ana is a child of Kezan, the island where the tibetian Empire once stood. Her father, Aurobrian, was the one that discovered the force field that created the islands of 82157476af
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